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AVA Solar: Cadmium
telluride modules just like
First Solar – only cheaper
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Pascal Noronha with a prototype from AVA Solar’s factory floor. Production is scheduled to begin in early-2009.
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he module looks like one of First Solar’s
products: same dimensions, same dark
surface. But the manufacturer is AVA Solar
Inc., a company founded just two years ago
in Colorado, USA. The company has no lesser
goal than producing cadmium-telluride (CdTe)
modules cheaper than First Solar. There aren’t
any serially produced products yet, but if the
company sticks to its plans, First Solar will soon
have a competitor using CdTe technology.
There’s a good reason why the company uses
the same 60 × 120 cm glass format for its products as the CdTe market leader in Arizona: »The
finance industry is conservative and this form
factor was already established by First Solar,«
says Julian Hawkins, VP for sales at AVA Solar.
Still, AVA’s concept has allowed it to pull
in a total of $150 million of capital during its
second round of financing in 2007 and 2008.
The company plans to use those funds to build
a 200 MW factory in Colorado. Production is
scheduled to begin in early 2009; AVA intends
to start deliveries in April at the latest.
The construction of this factory is based on
15 years of research. AVA Solar is a spin-off of
Colorado State University. Pascal Noronha, head
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AVA Solar

AVA Solar is located in Fort Collins, Colorado. The 200 MW factory will be built
in the northern part of the state.
Currently, AVA Solar isn't letting anyone into the production hall. Photographs
distributed by the company don't give away any hints about production.

of the company, belongs to the team that developed the company’s production process and is adapting it for commercial operations after five years of
production in the laboratory. »We’ve designed the machines ourselves,« he
says, »nobody can copy our process.« AVA has decided on a complete inline process to prevent the raw module from making contact with atmospheric oxygen. But according to the company’s concept, the entire production line stops in its tracks in the event problems arise at a single point
along the line. One unusual production step is substrate encapsulation,
which doesn’t use conventional EVA foil. But Noronha is careful to guard
the secret of how AVA encapsulates the modules. The completed modules
come off the belt in two-minute intervals. With 12 machines in the factory,
that corresponds to about 360 modules per hour. It takes about 2 hours for
a module to pass from the first production step to delivery.
AVA expects its modules to reach an average efficiency of 10.5 percent
by 2009; the first modules have shown efficiencies of »around 10 percent.«
Within the next two years, the company hopes to achieve 12 percent and
the long-term goal is 14 percent. First Solar currently offers an average
efficiency of 10.1 percent.
It will be exciting to see what AVA’s production costs will be. Noronha’s
goal is to build the first factory with production costs of less than $1 per
W, thereby undercutting its competitor in Arizona. And the product will
be sold at market prices – that is, in line with First Solar’s prices. »We
have big plans,« says Noronha, »after our first factory is stable, we will be
able to scale very quickly.«
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